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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE 

Why is it Important? 

Proper maintenance of gym equipment is critical to ensuring the 

longevity and safety of any recreational facility .Regular maintenance can 

help protect your facility and your equipment from potential damage, It 

helps detect minor problems and solve them before  they turn into a 

larger issue, Faulty or damaged equipment serves as a huge safety risk 

for your athletes and a potential liability for the facility. For example a 

basketball backstops can weigh close to 1000 lbs, and they are 

suspended 20 to 30 feet above the air on average. If one of these units 

were to fall, due to undetected damage to the system, they would cause 

thousands of pounds of force on impact. The damage to the facility and 

the people below would be detrimental. Regular maintenance visits can 

eliminate the risk of such events. 

What does a Preventative Maintenance visit include ?

A Preventative Maintenance visit includes checking to make sure that all the equipment in the gym is 

functioning properly and identifying potential risks and taking steps to prevent them. 

Ceiling Mounted Backstops 

Hoisting Cable 

Cable Clamps 

Winch  

Hoop  

Glass Padding  

Pully Wheels  

Safety Strap  

Hardware  

The following parts of the backstop are checked 

to determine whether a service is required or if 

there are any recommendations to increase 

performance and safety 

Side-fold And Wall Mounted 

Backstops 

The following parts of the backstop are checked 

to determine whether a service is required or if 

there are any recommendations to increase 

performance and safety 

Attachment to wall

Frame Hardware

Backboard

Hoop

Slide arm 

Divider Curtains

Divider Curtains are 

inspected for signs of 

damage or potential 

issues that could arise 

in the future and 

recommendations and 

repairs are suggested 

according to the needs 

of the specific system.

Inspection and maintenance of other gym 

equipment such as hardwood or turf flooring, 

bleachers, wall padding etc. are also available. 


